‘The majority of Russian scientists do not
support Putin and are totally against the
war. Please do not exclude them. They
could really use your support right now.’
This emotional appeal came from two
Russian WUR colleagues, after the Dutch
universities heeded the cabinet's call to
freeze all institutional scientific collaboration with Russia and Belarus. There is
still plenty of room for personal contacts,
according to a statement by UNL (Universities of the Netherlands), but these WUR
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colleagues say they see little evidence of
this in practice. ‘Russian scientists are in
danger of becoming totally isolated. Their
publications are being taken offline, the
supply of materials and data has completely dried up, and long-standing international collaborations are terminated.
What’s more, people like marine biologists
or soil scientists are being affected too.
Whereas they have absolutely nothing to
do with the war.’
The Dutch scientific boycott is a
response to a letter from Russian university rectors, expressing their uncon-

ditional support for Putin. But, according
to one of the Russian colleagues (who
wishes to remain anonymous for fear of
reprisals), these rectors are not representative of the Russian academic community. ‘Thousands of Russian scientists
have summoned the courage to sign a
petition against Putin's state aggression.
Some even demonstrate openly, although
they face enormous risks by doing so. A
Moscow State University alumna, who is
also a mother of three, was arrested for
demonstrating. The children risk being
sent to an orphanage. And I don't know

what is worse: a Russian prison or a Russian orphanage’, she says with emotion in
her voice.
What can or should the WUR community do to support peace-loving Russian
colleagues? ‘Don’t ‘cancel’ your Russian
connections completely. Understand how
terrible it is to be caught up in such a
dead-end boycott. Please don't abandon
us, as we are standing for peace.’ me
More reflections on the Russian academic
boycott can be found on page 18.

Vici grants for Poelman and De Smet
Entomologist Erik Poelman and
chemist Louis de Smet have received
Vici grants from the Dutch Research
Council.
De Smet studies the removal of salts
from water using electrolysis with the
aim of extracting valuable resources
from wastewater. His Vici research
focuses on the use of nano-permeable

materials for this separation process.
How can you modify these materials
so as to make them selective and able
to deliver pure substances? Poelman
studies the evolution of plants’ defences against insects. Plants have to
defend themselves against various different insects. What strategies do they
use and how did this develop in the

course of evolution? Poelman looks at
wild plants to figure out that process.
Vici grants are worth 1.5 million euros
and are awarded to talented established scientists. rk
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